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Journals

*Bentley’s Miscellany* XI edited by Boz November 11837
*Cassell’s Magazine* part 57 August 1874
*Cassell’s Family Magazine* part 2, January 1875, part 3, February 1875, part XI October 1875, February 1889 and November 1889
*Baily’s Monthly Magazine* July, August and October 1878
*The Sporting Mirror* June 1884

*We are Seven* by William Wordsworth with drawings by Mary L Gow, published by Ernest Nister, London [gilt-edged papers and hand-stitched binding]

Card with reproduction from *Punch* printed for the Friends of Dove Cottage

Proposal to raise a subscription to do honour to the memory of William Wordsworth, with names of committee members and list of subscriptions [c1860]

Newspaper photograph of the Wordsworth Memorial Chapel, Ambleside Parish Church, from *the Times* 26 April 1952

Modern ephemera (not original to the John Johnson Collection)


Lecture programme for the Wordsworth summer conference at Dove Cottage 1982

Leaflet promoting Wordsworth Winter School 4 days study 10-15 February 1985

Information leaflet and poster of Dove Cottage and the Grasmere & Wordsworth Museum [opened 1981]

The Wordsworth Heritage Appeal promotional notices [2]

*For* further items relating to William Wordsworth *see* the Johnson online catalogue